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Abstract 
The proposed SLAC Linear Collider (SIX) project 

vill inquire an Instrumentation and Control system that 
provides integrated automatic monitoring and control 
functions. The present SLAC LIMAC Instrumentation and 
Control systrm will bo totally revamped and it will be 
expanded to include the support of all of the additional 
accelerator conpnnonta that vill be required for the 
whole SLC project. Thla paper will describe the func
tional operation of the new system. 

1. Introduction 
The proposed SLAC 'vlneer Collider'*2 (SLC) project 

will provide electron-positron colliding beams at a 
center-of-mass energy of 100 GeV with a luminosity of 
1 0 3 D caT'sec - 1. The SLC general layout in Pig. 1 
that the existing SLAC UHAC will be combined with 
several additional accelerator cnaaonects to produce 
colliding 

Fig. 1. Layout of the SLAC Linear Collidor. 
An accelerator cycle will begin with the assumption 

that the electron and positron damping rings each con
tain two equally spaced high-intensltv low-energy 
bunches. One of the poaltron bunchee will be extracted 
from the damping ring, passed through a bunch-length 
compressor, and lijecced into the L1NAC. Then both 
electton bunches will be extracted from the electron 
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damping ring, pasted through a bunch-length compressor, 
and injected into the LINAC, The typical spacing of 
the three bunches in the LIKAC will be about IS meters. 

The three bunches will be accelerated along the 
LINAC. The third bunch, an electron bunch, Jill be 
extracted from the LIKAC at the tve—thirds point and 
directed at a positron production target. The first 
two bunches, a positron bunch followed by an electron 
bunch, will continue to the end of the LIKAC uhere they 
will have attained an energy of SO GeV. At the end of 
the LINAC, the two bunches will be separated by a DC 
magnet and they will then paae through matching crane-
port sections, colliding arcs, and « final focusing 
section before colliding at the interaction point. 

In the mean-time, the positrons produced by the 
third "scavenger" electron pulse will be focused and 
accelerated and then brought back to the beginning of 
the LIHAC. These positrons will then be accelerated 
through the first LltUC sector and Injected Into the 
positron dating ring to replace the positron bunch that 
was previously ejected. Then two bunches of electrons, 
created by the electron gun and electron booster, will 
be accelerated through the first LINAC sector and in
jected Into th* electron damping ring to replace the 
two electron bunches previously ejected. 

The following cycles will continue in the same 
manner utth the positron bunch, that is extracted then 
replaced, alternating between the two positron damping 
ring bunches. 

The purpose of the SLC Instrumentation and Control 
(I&C) system will be to produce the appropriate moni
toring and control tunctiena to successfully direct the 
complex SLC operation described above in order to de
liver two reliable lcw-emittsnce baema to the collision 
point. The system must also provide a quick and effi
cient means of switching between SLC operation end other 
LINAC operations, such as delivery of beans to the 
experimental yard and the filling of the SPEAR and P E P 
storage rings. 

The first chore for Che control system will be to 
provide an efficient and flexible means for setting up 
the thousands of devices which affect the beam parameters. 
Then the system must monitor the been parameters and 
make appropriate correetims to Che initial settings. 
Finally, the system must monitor the health of all com
ponents and automatically correct for Inoperative de
vices, if possible, or et least notify the machine 
operators of a failure. 

The SLC I4C task will be especially demanding, 
because of the tight bean-tolerance requirements and 
the very large number of unique devices that will affect 
the bean. Further, the control system most not only 
work flawlessly, but it must simultaneously allow for 
the rapid development and testing of new or upgraded 
algorithms, in order to maximise th* SLC performance. 

The present LINAC computer control system9 is 
based primarily on a "look-end-adjust" manual control 
system. The SLC requirements preclude this type of 
control philosophy. Rather, a control philosophy based 
on machine modeling such at successfully employed in the 
SPEAR1* and PEP S" 4 storage rings will be required. 
Further, the existing system has its roots based on 
technology cnat is nearly twenty years old. Therefore. 
the LINAC itc will be replaced by a new system that will 
assume the functions of the preeent system plus provide 
a greatly enhanced capability for the preclaion control 
and monitoring of devices as nail as the implementation 
of a model driven control urates. 

The SLAC Main Control Center (HOC) building will 
be expanded to contain a new control console area, and 
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the SIC system will *e built op In that area, the 
controls (or the IXMaE Kilt atLgrate to the new console 
area aa the LIHAC Improvement program progresses. 

2. the CoBpnter System 
since, the ratio of computer hardware to software 

coats baa decreased by at leaat a factor of IS over the 
past accede, It la prudent to insure that a eufflelent 
hardware) processing capability exists in a new control 
system to virtually eliminate any significant pro
graming effort applies to options the speed of or 
nectory use of existing progress. This effort can then 
be applied to the development of new programs to in
crease the overall accelerator performance. The SIC 
computer system anpporta this philosophy by providing 
a combination of two large, powerful central praceasors 
that vlll be networked to 70-100 powerful u-processor 
clusters, aa shown in the block diagram In Fig, 2, 
Each of thaae clusters will nave the capability of 
aupporcing an arbitrary number of K-blt single-board 
computers operating In parallel. It la anticipated 
that the Initial total processing power placed Into 
operation for the new LUMC control eyetea alone will 
ba 15-25 titles greater than the processing power In Che 
existing ayitem. Further, the system vlll be easily ex
pendible to include m e n sore processing poser If 
required In the future. 

The u-proceaaor clusters will Interfere directly 
to the equipment to be monitored and controlled so chey 
vlll be distributed near their Tainted accelerator 
components. Clusters will ba located in each of the 
30 LIHAC aectora and near the dasjplng rings, electron 
gun, positron source, etc. 

Cft-iet Ptecriwi 

2.1. Hardware Architecture 
2.1.1. Central Computers. The heart of the six 

computer system will be based on a dual DEC 11/760 VAX 
system with shared memory and shared disk*. The com
puters will be used to provide on-line execution of 
large modeling program* and will serve to interface 
with the machine operators in order to direct the over
all efforts of the control system. These computers 
will also serve as a base for both the VAX and u-pro
cessor software development efforts. 

The dual processor architecture will provide ex
tensive processing power when both processors are opera
tional. Either processor will be capable of assuming 
full operational responsibility for the system in the 
event of the failure of the other processor. This will 
be accomplish^ by simply moving the execution of soft
ware programs from the failed processor to the opera
tional processor. Ho hardware switching will bv required. 

The VAXa nave been chosen because their virtual-
memory operating syaiem can simultaneously support many 
physically large. CPU-bound operating program and on
line users, as well aa provide an environment for fast, 
efficient program development and maintenance. There 
may be other processor! which can also provide these 
Eeatutes. but tfo* VAXa were chosen because of the ex
tensive VAX hardware and software support already 
existing at SLAC. 

2.1.2. it-Processor Clusters, The SIC system will 
contain 70-100 distributed u-processor clusters. The 
u-processor clusters will be baaed on a u-processnr 
crate using the Intel Multibus" architecture. Thlr. 
crate architecture can support an arbitrary number of 
single-hoard computers (SBC) and interface modules. 
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All of the boards within a crate can asynchronously 
communicate with one another through the use of shared 
memory and Interrupts. We find that this capability 
provides a very powerful architecture for our needs 
because additional SBCs can be added co the crate to 
assume a portion of the processing load, if required. 

The SBC chosen Is the Intel 86/12A which will 
contain an Intel 16-bir 8086 CPU, 8087 floating-point 
processor, 64K Bytes of RAH, and 3ZK Bytes of EPROM. 
The relatively l3',~e amount of on-board memory for this 
SBC allow? the processors to execure most of their 
programs through their own on-board memory which means 
that the Multibus backplane will not become a communi
cations bottleneck. Various benchmarks show that this 
SBC has somewhere between 1/10 and 1/7 of the VAX pro
cessing power. 

The actual interface to the M X technical compon
ents will be made through the use of CAMAC. The CAHAC 
crates will be located very near to their related 
equipment. It is anticipated that the entire SLC system 
Will contain 175-250 crates. The CAMAC crates will be 
interfaced to the- Multibus crate through high-speed 
CIO usec/cycle) law-cost serial crate controllers that 
are presently under development, 

The K-jltibu.i CAMAC Interface will be a high-speed 
Direct Memory Address (DMA) device that directly exe
cutes lists of CAMAC commands fvm the Multibus aldress 
space. 

The choice of specific equipment for the y-pro
cessor cluster was agonicinft hecause of th£ development 
of the FASTBUS 1 1» 1 ? architecture. The powerful and 
flexible FASTBUS architecture easily meets all of the 
duster requirements and coult1 potentially be used to 
replace both the Multibus and CAMAC crates. Unfortun
ately, the overall SLC schedule (see Sort. 4 below) 
will rot allow adequate time to develop and support a 
FASTBUS implementation of the u-processor clusters. 
In contrast, both Multibus and CAMAC arc mature systems 
that 8Tfe well supported hy Industry and within SLAC. 

2.1.3, Communlcat tons Network. The u-processor 
clusters and the VAXs will be connected through the use 
of a Carrier-Sense Multiple-Access Collision-Detect 
CCSMA/CD) local network similar to that specified by 
Elthernet,13 The CMSA/CD networking architecture inter
connects all of the nodes through a single cable and 
allows any node an the cable to asynchronously communi
cate with any other node. We expect that this very 
powerful networking architecture will be especially 
valuable when using dedicated '.-processors to implement 
time-sensitive control loops oveT long distances. 

The SLC network will differ from the Eithernet 
specification in that rodems and Cable Television (CATV) 
technology will be used to transmit several frequency-
modulated signals over a broadband cable. In contrast* 
Eitherhet uses single channel "baseband" modulation 
technique. Broadband CATV technology has been chosen 
for SIC use because it is relatively inexpensive and it 
readily supports high-speed cocmunication over long 
distances. Further, the wide bandwidth of the cable 
(5-300 MH«) allows it to simultaneously support the 
transmission of several high-speed (2 Mcgabaud) digital} 
low-speed (9600 baud) digital, video, and voice channels. 

2*1.4. Operator Consoles. The operator consoles 
for the system will be interfaced directly to the broad
band CATV network. This will allow full flexibility In 
the geographical placement of the consoles, which will 
greatly enhance the support of development activities 
air.ee a console can be located near the equipment that is 
under development. 

ilk operator console will contain the following 
equipment: a full color 512 element * 512 line graphics 
display; a touch-panel similar to the ones used for PEP 
control; H general purpose slew knobs; and a CRT 
terminal. 

2-2. Computer System Software Architecture 

Essentially all of the SLC software development for 
the u-processor clusters AH well as the VAX will be 
performed through the use of the VAX. Wherever possible). 
FORTRAN 77 vill be used for applications programming. 
FORTRAN 77 was chosen as the standard language because 
of its extensive support on the VAXt and because it 1B 
the most universally understood language. Although 
alternative languages could be used for the u-processoTS* 
the consistency provided by standardising on FORTRAN 77 
has been deemed to be a great advantage lor both the 
development and support of applications programs. 

The u-processor development software on the VAX 
will consist of a FORTRAN 77 cross-compiler, a linker, 
and a network downloader. A symbolic debugger will also 
be provided so that the execution of an u-proeessor task 
can be directly monitored and controlled from any VAX 
terminal. 

Applications tasks to be executed in the VAX will 
be written as structured subroutines which are attached 
to a VAX process that provides Interface routines to 
the operator console, and to a structured database. 
This process will also provide a scheduling service for 
the subroutines. 

An interpreter tor the execution of touch-panel 
source code has been developed using the FORTH pro
graming language as a base. This Interpreter provides 
a convenient tr-ethod for generating touch-panels that are 
capable of serving several application tasks. It aldo 
allows for the reorganization of the touch-panel buttons, 
v< fhout recompiling the relevant VAX code. 

A "paranoia" process will also be provided for the 
system. This process will continuously monitor the 
operation of the accelerator and report any faults that 
are discovered. The definition of possible faults will 
be described in a computer file that can easily be 
modified by machine operators. Thus, troublesome situa
tions can be defined as they are encountered so that a 
warning Ldn be generated for all future occurrences of 
similar problems. 

The u-processor clusters will provide local control 
algorithms for the operation of the technical equipment. 
In general, the u-pro»:essors will receive an operational 
configuration in engineering units for its equipment 
from the VAX. The p-processors will then Insure that 
the equipment is sec to that configuratiT. and will only 
report back to the VAX when it is unable to achieve or 
maintain the desired configuration. The u-processor 
clusters will also provide monitoring information in 
engineering units to the VAX upon request. Dedicated 
u-processor systems will also be used to implement time 
sensitive digital control loops wherever required. 

3, Instrumentation 

This section will describe the functional operation 
of some of the major SLC instrumentation sub-systems. 
The examples cited here are primarily relevant to the 
operation of the LINAC since most of the engineering 
effort to date has been applied in this area. However, 
it is anticipated that many of the principles described 
here vill be directly applied to support the needs of 
the other accelerator components-

3.1. Beam Monitoring 

The primary beam monitoring system for the SLC will 
be position monitors. The UKAC will contain approxi
mately 270 sets of atripline monitors located within 
the LINAC quadrupoles (see Fig. 3). Signals from these 
stripllnes will be sampled and digiticed to provide a 
position measurement of any one of the three SLC bunches 
In a beam pulse. The monitors will be accurate to 
better than .1 mm. The collection of this position 
inforoatlon, as well as Information gathered from 
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Tig. 3. Unat quadripole and ban 
position monitor assembly. 

approximately 600 additional monitor* located In the 
transport lines, .oll ider arcs, and final focus bean 
l ints , will be synchronized so that a complete trajec
tory of individual bean pulse can be measured free the 
damping ring to the collision paint. 

Digitizing bean profile monitors will be provided 
at key points along tbe bean's trajectory to provide 
accurate quantitative neaMtements for the X-T Inten
sity distribution of the beaa. These Maltors will use 
a 32 * 32 charge-coupled device <OCD) array to record 
the scintillation produced by a single bam pulse 
striking a eaten . The Information la tbe CCD array 
s i l l be read into «.>* canaster syscea to provide Infor
mation for accurate omittance neaaurenee.ee of the bean. 

Other ton* of bean Instrumentation will lselvde 
energy defining foils and bean current ceroids, The 
information fron both of these devicea will bs digitized 
to record the parameters for any one of the three 
bunches in a beaa pulse. 

3.2. HF System 

The state of tbe UMC klystron aodulacor system 
will be monitored en a pulse-cc—pulse baals by the ir-
procestors to determine If a fault occurred In amy one 
of the 240 stations on the last beam solas. Is the 
•want of a fault, the relevant B-prncesaor must quickly 
notify al l other v-processors In the network ao that 
they »t l l not flood the VAX* with useless fault infor
mation. The "-processor must then eon1cor the health 
of the questionable klystron over the next few cycles 
to determine whether or not to take the klystron off
line and to ask ths VAX for s replacement station. The 
vprecsaaor system will also be reaponelbls for tbe 
propar phasing and timing control of the ST system. 

*. rower SuDt.lv Monitoring and Control 

The computer ayetmn will be responsible I n the 
control and monitoring of over 2000 power (applies In 
the SIX system. 

The eetpolur value* for bending and focusing mag
nets will be determined by computer models.** Tin 
stearins coll settings wil l be determined by orMt 
correction program* based on beam monition monitor 
reading* from the various accelerator coapcaaoto. 

The LTMC modeling and orbit correction programs 
will be especially complex because they must consider 
the effect of thw 240 klystron* on the lactic*. This 
not only asm* that the computer system mast have cor
rect information on the energy contribution ef etch of 
the klystrons, but It must alio change th* Hgnatlc 
lattice whenever the distribution of operating klystrons 
dungs* because of a klystron fault. Whenever a faulting 
klystron la replaced by a standby klystron, the computer 
•ystem nuat correct th* focusing elements between tbe 
two kly»trona bscaua* of the beam's energy cheaa* i s 

that region. Also, a local correction to the beam 
steering must be made in a small region downstream of 
each ef the switched klystrons to compensate for any 
Btairlng effect of the klystrons. 

Th* klystron replacement function will be a time-
critical process because it i s possible that the klys-
t~tn fault rate may approach one per minute. In order 
to maintain a high integrated luminosity under this 
condition, the lattice reconfiguration and orbit correc
tion algorithms must be completed la las* than i seconds. 
Alttiowgb the details of this proceea have not yet been 
completely specified. It i s believed that this timing 
requirement csn easily be accomplished through the use 
of a combination of the VAX computers and ii-procesaor 
system. 

Certain crucial point* in the bean's trajectory, 
such as Che injection point of the L1HAC and the coll i
sion point, will require a very sraHle beaa position. 
Local d i g i t a l con t ro l loops w i l l be Implemented t o 
stabilise the bean position by feeding back position 
monitor information to steering coils in orj«r to rom-
pensate for low-frequency staci.'-.? variations and vari
ations cauaed by ground motion. 

5 . Schedule 

The BLC l iC system w i l l be cons t ruc ted in severa l 
phaees i s •ynchrenlaatien with the construction of the 
overall SIC system. 

The f irst phase calls for tbe development of pro
totype bean Inst ruaen tat Ion for the testing of the first 
LIHAC sector. In fact, prototypes of the bean position 
monitors, beam profile monitors, energy foi ls , and 
ceroids described in Sect. 3.1 above are now operational. 
also, a spacial test set-up has been Implementedlv to 
monitor ths operation of the new SLED II klystron sta
tions which sr« under development 

The tscond phase of the project specifies that the 
new I4C systsn for th* first third UO sectors) of the 
LiNAC, the first damping ring, and the injector, must 
be operational by October, 19B2- As pert of this effort, 
hardware and software prototype* of the VAX equipment, 
e-proceaaor dusters , and computer networking will be 
operational by September, 1981. 

The ItC system for the remainder of the USAC and 
other accelerator components will be operational by 
October, IMS. 
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